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TRIATHLON IN PROFILE: ALAN BINGHAM

Since the Japanese Grand Prix at Suzuka new circuits have
been the focus of Formula 1’s attention. With the Korean round
of this year’s championship finally confirmed and Bernie
Ecclestone’s long held ambition of a race in Russia also
cemented, it is a theme that is sure to be continued.

This weekend will see the inaugural race in Korea and it
promises to be yet another compelling battle between the title
contenders. With both McLaren drivers having fallen further
adrift in Japan it is looking increasingly likely that the title will
be fought out between Mark Webber, Sebastian Vettel and
Fernando Alonso. Lewis Hamilton and Jenson Button are now
28 and 31 points adrift respectively and their title hopes are
hanging by a thread.

The Yeongam circuit though could offer them the last
glimmer of hope. With three high speed straights in the
opening sector of the lap McLaren will be very confident that
their car will be one of the pace setters this weekend. The
middle sector though should suit the Red Bulls. With a series
of fast corners rewarding commitment and playing to the
strengths of the car Webber and Vettel will be eagerly looking
forward to continuing their Oriental battle.

The final sector of the lap features a series of fast sweeping
bends for which drivers will need to find a flowing line to
minimise speed loss to the end of the lap. This stretch of
corners looks like being an area where all the contenders are
closely matched.

Ferrari is sure to be looking forward to this weekend’s race.
The recent results by the prancing horse, especially in Italy
and Singapore, show that their car is very fast in a straight line
while also allowing Alonso great confidence under braking.
Both of these qualities will be required this weekend. Even
though the Ferrari is not the best car in terms of top speed or
downforce, the balance between the two requirements is much
better in the Ferrari than in the cars of its rivals. This could be
very telling this weekend with Alonso sure to be fast in each
sector. If he can qualify at the front of the field Alonso could
take a giant step towards a third world title.

F1 needs to question whether bigger is better?
In the last week Bernie Ecclestone, and Vladimir Putin,

announced that the Russian GP will be added to the calendar
from 2014 onwards with Winter Olympic host city Sochi the
venue. Russia has been a long held dream of Ecclestone with
negotiations for a race in the then Soviet nation having taken
place in the late seventies.

The contract is for six years, at a cost of 30million per
annum. With numerous Russian companies already announced
as sponsors it is clear that money will not be a problem for the
new venue. The growth of Formula 1 continues unabated with
this move and shows once more that the sport as popular as
ever, at least in terms of garnering government support.

It is amazing that at a time when so many sports are
seeking solely to consolidate their fan bases Formula 1 has
signed deals that will see it add races in three of the world’s
biggest markets-Russia, India and America. These deals have
continued a trend that has seen this weekend’s hosts South
Korea added to recent additions Singapore and Abu Dhabi.
With races now held on each corner of the world the question
that needs to be asked is, just how many races can Formula 1
accommodate each year?

This season sees a 19 race calendar with racing stretching
into November. It is clear that television broadcasters feel that
Formula 1 is an exceptionally ‘sellable’ event and that market
share for the sport continues to rise, but by adding so many
races to the season it is clear that saturation point is nearing.
In the past Formula 1 ran like clockwork with races every
second weekend from March to October. By adding a month at
the end of the season Formula 1 runs the risk of over-exposure
and while a season like this year’s would be warmly received
by fans and casual viewers, it is highly unlikely viewers would
tune in to see championships like Schumacher’s domination of
just a few years ago.

There is a very fine line that needs to be walked in relation
to the calendar and if Ecclestone continues to see only new
markets the sport runs the risk of losing its relevance in its
European heartland.
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F1 heads to Korea with contenders still to be separated

Visit www.stephenenglish.ie for more F1 news

Alan Bingham: a kind of magic
By Nadia Williams

THERE’S something magic about
watching Alan Bingham race.

He possesses a focus and
intensity that leaves you
convinced you can see him think
and plan his strategy as he
zooms past on the bicycle. It’s
beautiful to see. Even when he’s
relaxed, that intensity is there
under the surface.

The Dundalk man started
cycling around 1992. In the five
years he pursued the sport, Alan
was a competitor to be reckoned
with. “There are four groups in
cycling: beginner, intermediate,
advanced, and then elite. I moved
up the ladder from one to the
next.” Natural talent, hard work
and that remarkable focus took
him to the top. In 1993, he placed
tenth in one stage of the Ras.
This is Ireland’s biggest and
most prestigious cycling race,
which draws international
competition.

Alan hung up his cycling shoes
as life’s demands changed. After
a few years away from the
pedals, he returned to cycling in
2002. His priorities now included
his wife, Sabrina, and his
children. Good friend Karl
Dolan’s participation in
triathlons caught his attention.
“Due to the nature of cycling, it’s
not a very family-friendly sport.
The bikes move so fast, you only
see them for a moment, then
they’re gone.” Triathlons, with
grassy transition areas and
athletes passing spectators more

often, seemed more suitable now.
Not being a man to waste time,

Alan tried Masters swimming at
Felda, then tackled Setanta’s
Sportsman’s duathlon series
early in 2010. He tried a 750m
open water swim, and was very
unimpressed with his 20 minute
time. Instead of giving up or
accepting what he thought was
mediocre, Alan tried again and
again. He cut his swim time down
to 16 minutes.

With no swimming lessons
behind him, and with the
Dundalk Half Marathon and 10k
Fun Run being his first ten
kilometre run, he lined up for his
first ever triathlon at Camlough
on Saturday, 5 June 2010. His
mind was set on the goal of
placing in the top 20.

Alan did the swim in 12:30, and
finished 17th. He went on to do
three more triathlons in 2010 -
totalling two sprint distance and
two Olympic distance races -
adding a tenth, eleventh, and
finally a fourth place finish to his
first year’s achievements. This is
remarkable for a beginner
triathlete.

There’s no doubt natural
ability plays a big role, but Alan
feels there’s more to his success
than just that. “A lot of people
don’t set goals. They’d do a lot
better if they did.” I bring up a
subject that’s been bothering me,
the perception many people
seem to have that an iron
distance triathlon is the real
achievement which everyone
should aim for. Alan agrees that

we should choose triathlons
which suit us, our physiology and
mentality. Both his family
commitments and his approach
lend to top performances in
short, fast, high intensity racing.

“I’m very competitive. I’d go
into a race thinking, I’m not here

to give it my all, this is just for
fun. And the next thing I know,
I’ll be in the heat of things,
pushing as hard as I can.” I’m not
surprised to hear that at all.

Keep an eye out for Alan
Bingham. You’ll find him in the
front of the pack.

Alan Bingham in action on his bike.

HOCKEY DUNDALK GRAMMAR SCHOOL ATHLETICS BLACKROCK AC

THE Dundalk Grammar Minor B
2nd Year Girls hockey team, led by
captain Maebh Reilly, played
brilliantly on Wednesday last but
narrowly missed out on a well
deserved win, drawing with Mount
Temple.

It was a nail biting game with
both sides equally matched in
both skill and agility. Heather
Humphries scored Dundalk's goal
which was cleverly set up by Nina
Lee-Simpson and Laura Farrell.

Catherine Stammschroer had a
tough challenge as goalie but
deflected everything that came

her way with ease. Mount Temple
evened up the score during a
penalty corner, even with
Catherine and her team of
defenders doing everything in
their power to counter the attack.

Dundalk didn't give up the fight
and scored a second goal which
was sadly disallowed by the
referee. Having been moved up a
level in the Leinster League this
was a fantastic result for the
Dundalk team.

The Dundalk Grammar School
Minor B hockey team who drew 1-1
with Mount Temple last week.

Grammar unlucky not to win

NEASA STORMS TO
VICTORY
Neasa Reilly
(Blackrock AC)
powers home to
another great
victory in the
under-9 Girls 500m
at the Kearney
McBride Cup at
Bush last Sunday.


